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BIOTechno Paris team thanks you 
for attending its first networking 

evening of 2022 !
More than 50 participants have 

participated to an animated 
discussion about the “Valorisation &

Technology transfer” thematic ! 
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BIOTechno Paris team thanks once again all the speakers 
who shared their career paths and explained their jobs to 

promote the academic research. They shared a lot of advices
and opportunities to start or pursue in this field.

Back to « Valorisation & Technology Transfer » 
networking evening

Renaud FULCONIS
European patent attorney

Conseil en propriété industrielle 

Guillaume BERTELOOT
Operating partner

Sandrine GARY-TREHIN
Industrial partnerships & Tech 
transfer development manager

Romain GERBIER
Scientific project

manager

Florence GOMBERT
Academic alliances 

manager

Philippe SMELTY
Transfer & Licensing

manager

Christelle MASDEU
Business development
& Licensing manager

Manon POMMIER
Entrepreneurship lead

Yves ROGUEZ
Sales manager & 

Business development

Rémi WACHE
Business development

manager
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Around a buffet, speakers and participants 
have discussed about the strategies
around the promotion and transfer of 
scientific results from laboratories.

Back to « Valorisation & Technology Transfer » 
networking evening

Technology transfer is the process
designating the transfer to industry
of discoveries resulting from
university or private research with
the aim of commercializing them in the
form of new products and/or services.

The organizing team would like to thanks

our partners for their trust ! 

We also thank the MIE (Maison 

des Initiatives Etudiantes) for the 

reception in their local
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Concours Prix National Jeunes Chercheurs

Depuis plus de 40 ans, Promega a toujours été aux côtés des Jeunes Chercheurs

afin de les accompagner et de les soutenir tout au long de leurs parcours

professionnel. Après le succès des éditions précédentes, Promega lance la 3ème

édition du Prix National Jeunes Chercheurs, un concours récompensant les

meilleurs articles / communications scientifiques utilisant une technologie Promega et

mettant en avant une application / méthodologie novatrice.

La soumission des abstracts ayant pris fin le 30 juin 2022, c’est maintenant l’heure

pour Promega de sélectionner les meilleurs projets.

Etape 2 du concours : 

Sélection des 10 candidatures
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When Science meet its public

By Laura MATABISHI BIBI
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Article : Science popularization

Make science accessible to everyone is the main

goal of the science popularization. Transmit complex

scientific informations, in the form of messages and

metaphors, to the non-specialist public is necessary

to reduce the gap between scientists and the general

public. Understanding some aspects of science

requires years of study and research.Image from https://www.sciencepresse.qc.ca/

Despite its complexity and the diversity of its sectors, science concerns us all.

Science popularization is used in several and different supports as books and journals ;

TV shows ; some videos available online ; in science museums or also in public courses

and/or online. Popular science articles and books can be written by several people :

Papier-Mâché is a site for the popularization of 

scientific publications. Its objective is to make them 

accessible and understandable for every French 

speaker. Papier-Mâché offers access to publications 

- current and historical - through popularized 

articles, in all scientific disciplines. 

- Popularizers: these writers know

how to learn and transmit

information effectively. They may

be trained in journalism, former

professors or converted experts

in the field of science

popularization.

- Specialized journalists

- Researchers and doctoral

students

https://papiermachesciences.org/
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Article : Science popularization

When Science meet its public

By Laura MATABISHI BIBI

DECODER is one of this example. It is a 

multidisciplinary journal in which researchers can

publish their articles in a popularized version by co-

writing them with middle and high school students.

Science popularization is not limited by the age and can be adapted to the youngest.

Some researchers have found a beautiful

way to share the science. Created by Renaud

Pourpre, Terence Saulnier et Youenn Lerb,

Cell Worlds is an art and science project

whose objective is to make the general public

aware of the beauty, fragility and complexity of

the cellular worlds through wonder and

emotion. Cell Worls combine the scientific

results of 24 research teams from institutes

around the world !

© cell worlds

© decoder

Through the "Cell immersion" exhibition (Bassin des Lumières, Bordeaux), the public is

encouraged to travel to the heart of the microscopic living world by exploring the structure of

reals cells as neurons or also embryos. A documentary of this wonderful work is also

available here.

http://journal-decoder.fr/
https://www.cell-worlds.com/
https://www.bassins-lumieres.com/fr/cell-immersion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR3tXKHE6-A
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Pasteur Innov’day First Edition – Pasteur Institute
Date and time : July, 7th

Where ? Pasteur Institute - Click here for registration

Calendar of events
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8

Compétition de courts métrages en 48h – ParisScience
Deadline to submit your application : July, 8th

More information here

Are you a young scientist who wants to discover how a film is made? Are you a
young director who is interested in science and likes to take up challenges?
For the sixth consecutive year, the Pariscience festival is organizing Symbiose
– Competition for short films in 48 hours. The principle is simple: we bring
together young directors and young scientists, form pairs by drawing lots and
we give them 48 hours to write, shoot and edit a scientific short film, and not a
minute more! The competition will be launched on Monday October 17, 2022,
and the films returned on Wednesday October 19, 2022.

Are you a small or medium-sized company in the healthcare sector and are you
looking for a collaborator of choice to overcome a scientific or technological
barrier? The first edition of the Pasteur Innov' day is an opportunity to meet our
scientific experts and our business managers to discuss your innovation
projects and potential collaborations.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/billets-pasteur-innovday-338816518327
https://pariscience.fr/appel-a-projet/symbiose-competition-de-courts-metrages-en-48h-2/
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July

18

Speed-meetings with KIWIP TECHNOLOGIES
PhD Talent
Date and time : July, 18th ; 10:00am – 4:00pm

Apply before July, 11th here

July

21

Speed-meetings with ICOSA - PhD Talent
Date and time : July, 21th ;10:00am – 1:00pm

Apply before July, 15th here

July
26, 27,

28

Speed-meetings with SERVIER - PhD Talent

- Apply before July, 20th for bioinformatic post
doc offer

- Apply before July, 21th for Postdoctoral
fellowship on brain MRI image processing offer

- Apply before July, 22th for Postdoc ASO
Polymer offer

July

28

Seminar “De chercheur à entrepreneur” - The PhDMind
Date and time : July, 28th, 6:00 – 7:00pm

Charlotte Hauser, Ph.D., winner of the 2021
i-PhD grand prize, will do us the honor of
sharing her journey and her experience:
from young researcher to entrepreneur.

https://app.phdtalent.fr/events/speed-meetings-avec-kiwip-technologies_1463/details
https://app.phdtalent.fr/events/speed-meetings-avec-icosa_1468/details
https://app.phdtalent.fr/events/speed-meetings-avec-servier_1470/details
https://app.phdtalent.fr/events/speed-meetings-avec-servier-1_1472/details
https://app.phdtalent.fr/events/speed-meetings-avec-servier-2_1474/details
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Sept

29

BIOTechno Paris Forum
Date and time : Sept, 29th

Where : Campus des Cordeliers (Paris)

The organizing teams would like to thank our partners for their trust ! 

If you want to become one of our partners, don’t hesitate to contact us !

Oct

20

BIOTechno Sud Forum
Date and time : Oct, 20th

Where : World Trade Center (Marseille)
Registration here

We are looking some volunteers for the preparation of theses forums !

Don’t hesitate to contact us :

- Paris team address : biotechno.paris@gmail.com

- Marseille team address : contact@biotechnosud.com

https://www.biotechnosud.com/inscriptions

